The problem of scheduling n unit-time jobs with real-valued release times and deadlines is shown to be in NC. The solution is based on characterizations of a canonical schedule and best subset of jobs to be scheduled in a given time interval. The algorithm runs in O((logn)2) time and uses O(n'ljlogn) processors.
Introduction
designing parallel algorithms for problems in such areas as graph theory, algebra and arithmetic, and computational geometry [KR] . To a lesser extent, parallel algorithms have been reported in scheduling theory [DUW] , [HM1] , [HM2] . In this paper we focus on a fundamental problem in scheduling theory and identify significant features of it that lead to an NC algorithm. The problem is to find a schedule for a set of jobs on a single processor, where the jobs each have unit-time processing requirements and real-valued release times and deadlines.
Our problem is intermediate in conceptual difficulty between the following two variations. The first variation has integral release times and deadlines in addition to unit processing times, and can be solved sequentially by the earliest deadline first rule
[HI and in parallel by a parallel implementation of this rule [AGK] , IDS], [RI. The second variation has unequal processing times, and has been shown to be NP-complete [GJ] . Our problem was posed as open in [GJ] as to whether it is polynomially solvable or NP-complete. It was shown in [C] , (S] that the problem is polynomially solvable, and an O(n log n).time algorithm was presented in [GJST] . These approaches appear inherently sequential, and the problem is challenging in a parallel regimen for the following reason. Since the release times and deadlines are arbitrary real values, the appropriate scheduling choice at a given time might be to schedule no job and allow some fraction of idle time until another job's release time is reached. These choices
Lan be afFected by jobs whose release times and deadlines are quite far from such a decision point, making it difficult to resolve such choices "locally". \Ve show how La work around this difficulty, and present an algorithm that uses O((Iogn)2) time and O( n 4 / log n) processors.
We sketch our approach briefly and indicate the mn: feat.ures t.hat. make this approach possible. The set of jobs is partitioned into subsets based on their release times, such that each subset has associated with it a time interval, which contains the release times of the jobs in the subset. For each such interval, a "best" set of jobs is tentatively chosen, from among those jobs assigned to the interval, to be scheduled within the interval. This best set is such that the jobs that are not chosen have the largest deadlines among all such sets. (These notions are defined precisely later.) A balanced binary tree structure is imposed on the intervals, taking as leaves of the tree the intervals from earliest to latest, and having the nonleaf nodes represent new intervals that span the intervals of their children. The algorithm then sweeps up through the tree, computing best sets. For two consecutive time intervals 11 and 1 2 , where 11 precedes h, the set of jobs tentatively chosen to be scheduled in the spanning interval I is generated (roughly) as follows. This set will include the set of jobs tentatively chosen for II plus a best set selected from jobs chosen from 1 2 unioned with jobs not chosen from I •.
This basic approach is fairly straightforward, but its correctness is not. Choosing best sets allows maximum lIexibility in scheduling, since the jobs not chosen to be scheduled in the interval must be scheduled at a later time. But it is far from obvious that such best sets exist for any given time intervaL We show in a lengthy proof by contradiction that best sets do in fact exisL The proof uses a nonobvious measure of the size of a problem. Furthermore, it is not obvious that the set of jobs not chosen in 1 2 would also not be chosen in I. The correctness of this assertion depends on an involved proof by contradiction that is similar to the proof of the existence of a best set.
There is crucial feature of our solution that we have not yet discussed. In order to be able to insert idle time into the schedule, each time interval mentioned above must actually represent a family of O(n 2 ) time intervals, whose starting times differ by less than 1, and similarly for ending times. In combining sets of chosen jobs for the families of intervals for 1 1 and 1 2 • each interval in the family for I results from considering O(n) combinations of individual intervals, one from II and aile from 1 2 .
Some of the combinations do not necessarily result in a schedule. To test feasibility,
we use what we call a "template':. A template is formed using the set of jobs whose deadlines are in the given interval. Prom among all sets of these jobs that can be scheduled within the interval, the template is the set of deadlines that is smallest among such sets of jobs. Vie prove that such a template exists. The proof yields an elegant mirror image approach to computing the set.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the existence of a canonical form for schedules, which is based on certain types of time intervals that we identify. In Section 3 we extend our characterizations to prove the existence of best sets and establish properties that lead to their fast computation. In Section 4 we present our NC algorithm in its entirety and analyze its performance.
Properties of Intervals and Schedules
In this section we identify a canonical form for schedules that we use in our parallel divide-and-conquer algorithm. The canonical form contains two types of time intervals induced by a set of jobs. In a "prime intervaP', certain jobs must be scheduled within the interval, and these jobs can always be tightly packed together. vVe identify a maximal set of prime intervals that are "compatible U , called "cover intervals". The intervals that fall between consecutive cover intervals, called "gaps", are the more difficult to schedule. \Vithin a gap if there are enough jobs to completely fill the gap, then the jobs can be tightly packed together in two groups, separated by a section of free space in which no job is scheduled. vVe show that for every schedule, there is a corresponding canonical schedule. This notion of a canonical schedule forms the basis of further characterizations in section 3.
We first define some basic terms and establish some simple properties. Each job i has a release time ri, a deadline d i , and it should be processed for one unit of time in the interval [,;, d;) . The interval is closed on the left end to indicate that the job can start at 'i, and the interval is open on the right cnd to indicate that. the job should be completed by d,. Let Si be the start time of job i and Cj be the completion time of job i, Cj = Si + 1. The interval [Sj,Ci) represents the time job i is processed. A schedule is an assignment of start times to jobs, such that the difference between the start times of any two jobs is at least one and for each job i, 'i ::::; Si [a, b) such that a = ri for some job i contained in [a, b) and b = d j for some job j contained in [a, b) . An interval [a, b) has looseness x if and only if there are precisely b -a -x jobs contained in it. If any interval has negative looseness, then no schedule is possible. vVe shall assume for the remainder of this section that all intervals have nonnegative looseness.
We arc now ready to define an interval such that the jobs contained within it are easy to identify and easy to schedule. A constrained interval is an interval whose looseness is less than 1. A p1-ime interval is a constrained inter . . . . .al [a, b) such that there is no constrained interval [ai, U) properly contained in [a, b) . Figure 1a shows a set of jobs. Each job is represented by an interval in which the left endpoint is its release time and the right endpoint is its deadline. There are quite a few constrained intervals in the figure. One constrained interval is (7.2,11.1), which contains three jobs, ·1, 5, and 6, and has looseness 0.9. It is not a prime interval because the constrained interval [S.O, IDA) is contained in it. The prime intervals in the figure are [8.0, lOA) , [13.0,15.6), and [13.6,16.3) .
A prime interval is quite useful, because the jobs that must be scheduled within the interval can be packed tightly together with no free space between them and with a variable amount of free space on either end of the interval. vVe prove this in the following lemma. A schedule [or anchored gaps [5.3,8.0), [10.0,13.1) and [15.1,20.0) .
and d~= Ld;J, and call the resulting jobs modified. Since all 1' i and di are integers, and there is no schedule for the modified jobs, then there must be an interval [a', b') properly contained in [a, b) , with a ' and b ' integers, such that there are at least b'-a ' +1 modified jobs contained in [ai, b') . Let a" be the earliest release time of an original job whose corresponding modified job is contained in [ai, b ' ) , and let b" be the latest deadline of an original job whose corresponding modified job is contained in [ai, hi) .
Then there are at least b Thus either a" > a' -1~a + y or b" < b' + 1~b -x + y, and it follows that [a", bl/) is properly contained in [a, b) . This is a contradiction to the original assumption that [a,b) is a prime interval. It follows that the original jobs can be scheduled in [a+y,b-x+y) . D.
Within isolated prime intervals, jobs are easy to schedule, but when these intervals overlap, a schedule in one interval affects the schedule in the other. Two pflme intervals (a, b) and [ai, b') , with a < ai, arc compatible if and only if b -a' < 2. If two prime intervals are compatible, then they do not contain a common job. This can he shown as follows. Suppose each interval contained job i. Then a'~Tj < d,~b, which implies that d i -Ti < 2, and thus [Ti, dd would be a constrained interval contained inside an interval [a,b) claimed to be prime. This is not possible.
Because of the incompatibility of certain prime intervals, we focus on a subset of the set of all prime intervals. A maximal set of prime intervals that are pairwise compatible is a cover for the set of jobs. A cover is shown in Figure lb . Jobs 5 and 6 must be scheduled in [8.0,10.4) (indicated by {5, 6} in the figure), and jobs 11 and 12 must be scheduled in (13.0,15.6) . Not all prime intervals are compatible. The prime interval [13.6,16. 3) is not part. of the cover since [13.0,15.6) and [13.6,16.3) are not compatible. Both of these prime intervals contain job 12. For any two compatible prime intervals that overlap, the jobs in the prime interval with the smaller left endpoint are scheduled before the jobs in the other prime interval. For example, if job 4 in Figure 1 had deadline 8.6, then there would be an additional prime interval in the cover, [7.2,8.6) , that contains job 4. The compatible prime intervals [7.2,8.6) and [8.0,10.4) overlap, so job 4 would have to be scheduled before jobs 5 and 6.
The precise scheduling of jobs contained in the prime intervals of a cover, called cover intervals, is dependent on the scheduling of the jobs not contained in those intervals. Given a cover, let [a,b) and [a', b') be two consecutive cover intervals. The gap between intervals [a, b) and [a', b ' ) is the interval [a", b") , where all = a + lb -aJ and b" = b ' -lb' -a'J. The value a" is the theoretically earliest possible time after a at which a job not contained in [a, b) can be started in a schedule, and b" is the latest possible time before b ' at which ajob not contained in [ai, b l ) can be completed. Note that if the looseness of [a, b ' ) is 0, then gap [all, b") constitutes the empty interval. Of course, whether a job can actually start at a" in a schedule depends on whether the jobs contained in [a, b) are scheduled to complete by a". It is important to maintain this flexibility in the definition of a gap. If two cover intervals overlap, then in any schedule the gap between them will either be empty or will contain precisely one job, which is not contained in either of the cover intervals. If b ll -a" < 1, then in any schedule a job that is not contained in a cover interval will not be scheduled in the gap.
For uniformity, we require that each gap is always surrounded by two cover intervals. This is easily taken care of by adding a cover interval with looseness 0 at the beginning and end of the schedule. Let rmin be the minimum release time and d ma :::
the maximum deadline in the problem. Two new jobs are introduced, job n + 1 with rn+l = rmin -1 and dn+l = r min, and job n +2 with r n +2 = d ma ::: and d n + 2 = d ma ::: + 1.
This forces two new cover intervals [r n +l,d n +I) and [r n +2,d n + 2 ) to be included in the cover. Clearly, the original n jobs can be scheduled if and only if the new set of n + 2 jobs can be scheduled. In Figure 1 , two additional jobs would be added on the ends of the overall interval, job 14 with rl4 = 4.3 and d 14 = 5.3 and job 15 with r15 = 20.0 and dIs = 21.0. This would result in cover intervals on the ends of the overall interval; these are not shown.
'We restrict our attention to specific subintervals of gaps. For a given cover, let [alb) and [a',b ' ) A scbedule of the jobs for the anchored gaps [5.3,8.4), [10.4,13.0) and [15.0,20.0) is shown in Figure Ie. By Theorem 2.1, we can limit deadlines to being breakpoints. Thus we may assume as preprocessing that each deadline d j is reset to the largest breakpoint no larger than d j . Alternatively, breakpoints could be defined in terms of deadlines, and each release time T j could be reset to the smallest breakpoint no smaller than T j.
Consider the schedules in Figure Ic and Figure Id . In both schedules. the cover jobs are tightly scheduled together within the cover intervals, and there is at most one hole in any anchored gap. Since TI = 5.3, T1 = IDA and Tn = 13.0, every job in the schedule in Figure 1c starts at a breakpoint. Thus the schedule in Figure 1c is canonical. However, since there is no job whose release time has fractional part .1, the schedule in Figure 1d is not canonical.
Best r-Sets, Best d-sets, and Templates
The characterization of canonical schedules in the last section is not sufficient for designing a fast parallel algorithm. In particular, no method is implied to choose an appropriate set of jobs to be scheduled in a gap, and no method is identified for choosing suitable endpoints of a gap, in the case that its bracketing cover intervals have nonzero looseness. In this section we discuss the existence and computation of what we shall define as a "best r-set", a best choice of a subset of jobs to be scheduled in an interval. To make best r-sets unique, we shall transform problem instances so that all release times are distinct and all deadlines are distinct. A best r-set is easy to compute when the interval is a gap, but is more complicated to compute when the interval contains a collection of gaps and cover intervals. In the latter case, we first establish the existence of the best r-set, and then show how to select a subset of the jobs that will form the best r-set if there is a schedule. To identify suitable endpoints for a gap, all possible choices can be considered, with a test performed to determine if the selected jobs can be scheduled. We examine what we call a "modified mirror image problem", and identify a template of deadlines that represents the minimum set of deadlines that will result in a schedule. The template can be compared to a set of selected jobs to determine if the endpoints were suitable.
We first discuss a transformation that will give us uniqneness with respect to the best sets that we shall introduce shortly. Let a set of jobs be simple if all release times are distinct and all deadlines are distinct. Given a set of jobs for which a schedule exists, we can reset release times and deadlines so as to make the set of jobs simple.
While either of the following operations apply, perform it. If 1"j = rk and d j ::; d k for jobs j and k, then reset rk to be rj + 1. If rj < rk and
Clearly, performing these operations does not affect whether or not a schedule exists. Vve assume for the remainder of this section that the set of jobs in the problem instance has been transformed so as to be simple.
We first introduce the notion of feasibility with respect to an interval, and then we define what we call an r-set. Let J be a set of jobs, and [a, b) [a, b) . \Ve choose the name r-set, where r denotes release time,
to emphasize that jobs are partitioned by their release times.
As some r-sets are better than others when constructing a schedule, we define the notion of a "best" r-set. Consider an interval [a, b) . Clearly, the jobs that are 'vVe discuss the existence and computation of the best r-set for two types of intervals, the simpler interval that does not contain a constrained interval and the more complex interval that can contain constrained intervals. The first type corresponds to an anchored gap in our algorithm, and the second type corresponds to what we shall call an anchored multiple gap, which we consider in the combining step of our algorithm.
"Ve first discuss the existence and computation of the best r·set with respect to a set J of jobs for an interval [a, b) that contains no constrained intervals. Clearly,
Computing the best r-set for [a, b) is straightforward. We define the discrete earliest deadline rule applied to the jobs in Jr [a, b) as follows. For each job i, let r: be the $mallest value no smaller than T; such that b -r~is an integer.
Then apply the earliest deadline first rule using modified release times on the interval [a, b) . The subset of Jr [a, b) scheduled in [a, b) by the discrete earliest deadline rule is a best r-set for [a, b) with respect to J.
Proof: Consider any subset JI of Jr [a, b) that can be scheduled in [a,b) . For each job j E J' , let rj be the smallest value no smaller than rj such that b -rj is an integer.
Suppose that there is an interval [ai, bl) that contains, with respect to the modified release times, more than lb' -a'J jobs from JI. Let all = min{l'jlj E JI, rj 2:: a' and
Thus there are at least Lb' -allJ jobs contained in [a",b' ) with respect to the original release times. Since
Jr [a,b) can be scheduled in [a, b) , there are at most Lb l -a"J jobs contained in [a", bl) .
Thus [all, b' ) is a constrained interval with respect to the original relea?e times, which is a contradiction to the assumption that [a, b) does not contain a constrained interval.
with respect to the modified release times. Thus modifying release times as in the discrete earliest deadline first rule does not eliminate any r-sets. Then choosing the jobs with earliest deadlines first clearly produces a best r-set. D.
We now discuss the existence of a best r-set for an interval that can contain constrained intervals. A multiple gap is an interval [a, b) such that a is the left endpoint of a gap, b is the right endpoint of a different gap, and thus there is at least one cover interval within [a, b) . An anchored multiple gap is an interval [a, b) such that a is the left endpoint of an anchored gap, b is the right endpoint of a different anchored gap, and thus there is at least one cover interval within [a, b) . Our algorithm will compute best r-sets, if they exist. for certain anchored multiple gaps.
We now prove the existence of the best r-set for an unrestricted interval [a, b) and an
[a, b)-feasible set of jobs that is simple. Proof: The proof is by contradiction.
We define an r-problem P to consist of an interval [a, b) and an [a, b)-feasible set of jobs J with distinct release times and distinct deadlines. Define a P-breakpoint to be either a or a breakpoint with respect to J. for any interval [a, b) , a < h, define be a, the size of [a, b) , to be the number of distinct P-breakpoints that lie in this interval. (\Ve view the operation e as discretized subtraction, and use the symbol 8 as we would the minus sign. Thus we assume that the first operand is no smaller than the second.) Let the size of job i be the size of the interval [r;, d i ) . Then the size of P is the size of interval [a, b) plus the sum of the sizes of all jobs in J plus the sum of the product of sizes for all pairs of jobs in J: Note that some job j in J has release time a, otherwise there would be a corre· sponding smaller r-problem pi, consisting of interval [a',b) and set of jobs J, where a l is the next P-breakpoint after a. pi is a smaller r-problem than P, so pI would have a best r-set A' in interval (a',b) . The set A' would be the best r-set for P in interval [a. b) , which is a contradiction to the assumption that there is no best r-set in P. Thus. there is some job j with Tj = a.
We restrict our attention to two r-sets in P as follows. Consider all r-sets in (a, b) that have every schedule in [a, b) starting at a. Then any such r-set must contain job j, and j is scheduled starting at a in such a schedule. vVe infer a smaller r-problem pI with interval [a + 1, b) and set of jobs J -{j}. There is a best r-set AI for P'. Let
AI is an r-set for P. \Ve next consider all r-sets in [a, b) that have some schedule in [a, b) that does not start at a. Let a ' be the next breakpoint after a. We infer a smaller r-problem pfl with interval (aI, b) and set of jobs J. (Note that job j will not be in any r-set for P".) There is a best r-set ;h for PII. If I;hl < lAd, then lit is the best r-set for P, contradicting our assumption that there is no best r-set for P. Thus I/hl = lAd, and Ih is an r-set for P. In the remainder of the proof, if resetting a release time or deadline causes J to no longer be simple, we apply the appropriate operations, as in the proof of the last claim, to make J simple once again. We note that whenever a deadline is changed, the job will appear in every corresponding r-set. Thus comparisons between r-sets using~d are not affected.
For schedule 51" where p = 1 or p = 2, and for any job It in J that is scheduled and 9 is scheduled in 5 in the position of 9' in 5', Otherwise, h is scheduled in S in the position of 9' in S', and if h' is scheduled in 51, then 9 is scheduled in S in the position of h' in S'. Any set A in P whose corresponding set A' in P' is an r·set in P' is itself an r-set in P. The size of pi is smaller than the size of P since: The new r-problem P' is smaller than P, and thus has a best r-set AI, Let A = A'U {9, It} -{h'}, Then A is an r-set for P, Note that any job other than 9 or h that has its deadline changed must be in every r-set for P' and in every r-set for P. to he the next larger breakpoint, giving a smaller r-prohlem pi, for which there would be a best r-set. This set would also be a best r-set for P, contradicting our initial assumption about P. Thus whenever an increase-r transformation can be applied, a contradiction can be achieved.
The fifth transformation is called a decrease-d transformation. Let 9 and h be jobs in J with 9 scheduled before h in Sp, c~< s~, no other job is scheduled between 9 and h in Sp, and I'h < s~, where p = 1 or p = 2. By Claim 3.1, d h =~. \Ve reset el h to he the next smaller breakpoint, giving a smaller r-problem pI, for which there would be a best r-set. Since job It must be in any r-set for P, changing its deadline does not affect whether or not an r-set is the best r-set for P. Hence the best r-set for pi would also be the best r-set for P, contradicting our initial assumption about 
Thus we have that
Since k is the job with smallest deadline whose positions in 51 and 52 do not overlap, job h is scheduled in positions in 51 and 52 that overlap. Thus job h is the job that precedes k in 5\.
Furthermore, c~= 81. since otherwise we could apply an increase-r transformation.
Let 9 be the job that precedes job h in 52. We have that c; = s~, since otherwise we could apply an decrease-d transformation.
By choice of job k, the positions of 9 in 5\ and 52 overlap. Thus job 9 is the job that precedes h in 51. Furthermore, c~= s~since otherwise we could apply an increaser transformation. A compress transformation can now be applied to jobs 9 and h. Thus (a2.2.1) does not hold, and r:J = s;. Then s; 2: c1 and rk < r g • An exchange-d operation can now be applied to jobs I..~and 9. Thus (a2.2) does not hold, so 9 = k.
Since 9 = k, we can apply an inverted compress transformation for k and h, which leads to a contradiction.
Thus (a2) does not hold, which means that there is a job h such that sl < 5~< c1 < c~and there is no job i such that 5[ ::; 81 < c~. Let. job Tn be the job that precedes job h in 52. Since there is no job i such that S[ ::; 51 < cf, c~< 51. 'rVe have that J'h = s~, since otherwise we could apply a decrease-d transformation on jobs m and h. Let job I be the job that precedes job k in 5\. Note that c} = 51.
since otherwise we could apply a decrease-d transformation on jobs land k. Also, d l < d'n since otherwise we could apply an exchange-d transformation for k and t. By choice of k, the scheduled positions of I in 51 and S2 overlap, and since there is no job i such that s7 ::; s1 < cr, it follows that m = l. Since there is no job i such that s~::; s1 < cr, we have c; ::; sL which means that cr ::; c}, from which it follows that d, = c}. Then c; = c}, since otherwise we could apply an increase-r transformation to I and h. Since c} = d, and c; = c], it follows that sj = s}.
Let 9 be the job that precedes job I in 52. Either 9 = k or 9 =J:. k. Suppose as (a3) that 9 = k. We must have c; = sr, since otherwise we could apply an increase-r transformation for 9 and t. We can then apply an inverted compress transformation for k and t. This transformation leads to a contradiction. Thus (a3) does not hold, and 9 f. k. Let f be the job that immediately precedes job I in 51. Either f = 9 or f :j:. g. Suppose as (a4) that f = g. It follows that T g = d g -1, by an argument similar to the one that showed that T/ = d, -1. We can then apply a modified compress transformation to 9 and t, with the only difference being the following. For any i
This leads to a contradiction. . But then we can reset d k to be c} and Tf to be sl. This gives a smaller r-problem pi, which will thus have a best roseto It follows that this set will also be a best r-set for P, a contradiction. At this point, all cases have been exhausted. Thus, there can be no job k whose scheduled positions in 51 and S2 do not overlap. This completes the proof of Claim 3.2.
vVe are now ready to generate the contradiction to the assumption that the theorem does not hold. Let j be the job scheduled at a in 5\ and let h be the first job scheduled in 52. If j = h, then we generate a new r-problem pi by deleting hand resetting a to a + 1. Then pi is smaller than P and thus it has a best r-set A'. Let A = N U {Il}. [a, b) . Next. perform the appropriate operations to reset release times until all remaining release times are distinct. Note that a best r-set for [a, b) will remain a best r-set for [a, b) . By Theorem 3.1 there will be a unique best r-set for [a,b) in the transformed problem. Thus there will be a unique best r-set for [a,b) in the original problem. o.
We consider the problem of determining a best r-set for an anchored multiple gap, given the best r-sets for two adjacent anchored multiple gaps that span it. Vve first consider the simpler problem of recomputing the best r-set for an interval [a, b) when one additional job with release time a is inserted into the set of jobs. We show that if the best r-set for [a, b) changes at all, then the only change is that the new job replaces one of the jobs in the best r-set. Proof: The proof is by contradiction and is similar in structure to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 'vVe first note that by Corollary 3.1.1, best r-sets At and A 2 exist.
vVe define an 1'+ -problem P to consist of an interval [a, b) , a set of jobs J, and an additional job j' ¢ J with rjl =: a such that JI = J U {j'} is [a,h)-feasible. We define P-breakpoint, size of an interval. and size of a job as in the proof of Theorem :3.l.
The size of r+ -problem P is the size of interval [a, b) plus the sum of the sizes of aU jobs in J' plus the sum of the product of sizes of all pairs of jobs in J'.
We consider an r+-problem P, consisting of interval [a,b) , set J of jobs, and additional job /, that is of smallest size among those r+ -problems that do not satisfy the lemma. Since P is of smallest size, Jr[a, b) =: J and J; [a, b) \;Ve now consider recomputing the best r-set when a set of additional jobs's introduced. We show that a job that is not in the original best r-set cannot appear in the recomputed best r-set. We next discuss how the existence of best r-sets relates to the existence of best d-sets. Given a set) of jobs that constitute a problem P, the mirror image problem pM is defined as follows. for each job i in j with release time ri and deadline if and only if i were in the best r-set in P. Unfortunately, this is not the case, since in both problems P and pM, the relation~d is based on deadlines. We show the existence of the best d-set below in Theorem 3.3, and also show how to generate it using a modified mirror image problem. The release times are modified in such a way that for any two jobs j and k in J with
Let pM be an r-problem formed by taking the mirror image of d-problem P, as follows. Par each job j let release time 1' 5" = Tmin + (dma:z: -di ) and deadline The proof of Theorem 3.3 identifies a method [or computing d-sets. \Vhen an interval [a, b) does not contain a prime interval, computing the best d-set for it is easy. As in the previous proof, modify the release times of the jobs, transform the problem inlo a mirror image problem, and compute an r-set using the discrete earliest deadline rule. This best r-set is equivalent to the best d-set in the original problem.
When an interval [a, b) does contain a prime interval, we can construct its best d-set by combining the best d-sets of two subproblems. We need a lemma similar to Theorem 3.2, which applied to r-sets. When we combine the best d-sets of two subproblems. we will reseL the deadlines of certain jobs to b. To preserve some way of breaking ties in finding a best d-set, we introduce the notion of an original deadline [a, b) , we choose that one whose set of original deadlines is smallest to be the best d-set subject to original deadlines. Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3 except that it appeals to Theorem 3.2 rather than Theorem 3.1. Let JI be the set of jobs with release times modified as follows. For each job j E J' there is a job j in Jf with deadline d j = d j and release time P j = Ij if rj~(/, and P j = a -(el j -a) otherwise. Note that all Pj will be distinct. Let J be the subset of JI corresponding to the subset J of Jf. Let [a, b) with respect to j and P, resp., which are equivalent to best d-sets A 1 and A 2 for [a, b) with respect to J and JI, resp. The theorem then follows. O.
The computation of best d-sets for intervals that contain prime intervals is similar to the computation of r-sets, and will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
The NC Algorithm
In this section we describe a parallel divide-and-conquer algorithm for determining if there is a schedule, and if so, generating it. The algorithm consists of four steps, plus a preprocessing step. The preprocessing step replaces the original set of jobs with an equivalent set of jobs, in which all release times are distinct, all deadlines are distinct, and each deadline is a breakpoint. The nrst step uses the characterization of section 2 to form a cover and to label the jobs as either cover jobs or gap jobs.
Then the jobs are partitioned, assigning each job to either a cover interval or a gap based on release times. A second partition is also generated, based all deadlines.
The second step imposes a balanced binary tree structure on the problem, with the leaves representing gaps in order from earliest to latest, and with each nonleaf node representing a multiple gap containing the gaps represented by its leaf descendants.
The characterizations of section 3 arc used to compute best r-sets and best d-sets for anchored gaps and anchored multiple gaps corresponding to the tree nodes. If there is a best r-set that includes all jobs, then there is a schedule; otherwise, the algorithm halts. If a schedule exists, then the third step obtains a schedule of the gap jobs by starting with the largest anchored multiple gap and its best r-set, and repeatedly selecting two constituent anchored multiple gaps of an anchored multiple gap and splitting the corresponding set of jobs into smaller sets until only anchored gaps and their corresponding sets remain. The jobs within each of these sets can easily be scheduled within their assigned anchored gap. Given the endpoints of the anchored gaps, the fourth step schedules the cover jobs in the cover intervals, using Lemma 2.1. We discuss each step carefully, and analyze its time and processor requirements.
The preprocessing step first makes every deadline a breakpoint. Next the preprocessing step mcreases certain release times so that all release times are distinct, and decreases certain deadlines so that all deadlines are distinct.
As stated in section 3, we wish to perform the following operations apply, while they o.
The first step identifies subproblems that can be solved independently. The subproblems are formed by finding a cover and its associated gaps, and partitioning the jobs into sets that are associated with either a cover interval or a gap. The cover is found by forming the set of all possible constrained intervals and then deleting those that are neither prime nor compatible. First the constrained intervals are identified. At most n constrained intervals will remain.
Third, the prime intervals are identified. Each constrained interval is compared with every other constrained interval and deleted if it contains such an interval. The fourth step is to form a cover. The prime intervals [a;, b;) are sorted on the values aj.
Since no interval is contained in another, they are also sorted by bi. For each [aj, b;) binary search is used to determine the prime interval [aj, bj ) with i < j such that a;,b;) and [aj,b j ) are compatible and for any k, i < k < i, (aj,b i ) and [ak,bd are not compatible. Using recursive doubling, a maximal set of prime intervals that arc compatible is identified, and those prime intervals that are not compatible with one of the selected prime intervals are deleted. The remaining prime intervals constitute a cover.
Having identified a cover, the gaps are then identified. The set of jobs are then partitioned in the two partitions as follows. Any job contained in a cover interval is a cover job, and is assigned to the cover interval in both partitions. The remaining jobs are gap jobs, and are assigned as follows, For the partition based on release times, if the release time of a gap job falls within a gap, then the job is assigned to that gap.
Otherwise, the gap job is called anomalous, and it is assigned to the cover interval containing its release time. Par the partition based on deadlines, if the deadline of a gap job falls within a gap, then the job is assigned to that gap; otherwise, the gap job is assigned to the cover interval containing its deadline. \Ve next discuss the second step 1ll our algorithm. It first imposes a balanced binary tree structure on the problem, with the leaves representing gaps in order from earliest to latest, and with each nonleaf node representing a multiple gap containing the gaps represented by its leaf descendants. It then computes best r-sets and best d-sets, if they exist, for anchored gaps and anchored multiple gaps corresponding to the tree nodes, lIsing a bottom-up sweep through the tree. The final result at the root of the tree will be the best r-set and the best d-set for [Trnin,d max ) ' The best r~sets are in sorted order by deadlines, not in scheduled order, so that they can be merged with other best r-sets quickly. Best d-sets are also in sorted order by deadlines.
\Vc first discuss computing best r-sets and best d-sets for anchored gaps. Let [a, b) he a gap, preceded by a cover interval of looseness x and followed by a cover interval of looseness x'. Associated with gap [a, b) There is no need to compute the best r-set for each of the at most n 2 anchored gaps, since there are at most 2n distinct best r-sets for these anchored gaps. [ai, b h ) and [ak, b h ) using the discrete earliest deadline rule. Computing at most 2n best r-sets instead of n 2 best r-sets reduces the number of processors needed for this activity by a factor of n.
\Ve show how to compute best r-sets for anchored gaps contained in gap [a, b) .
First compute J; [al' b h ) for all valid indices h. Apply the parallel version of the discrete earliest deadline rule [ACK, R] for the jobs in Jr [al' b h ) and the interval [a" b h ).
Set J; [at,b h ) to Jr [al,b h ) -J;[a\,b h ) . In the same manner, compute J; [ak,b h ) and Jr-[ak, b h ) [or all valid indices h, where k is the largest index for the a,-. The set J;(a,-, bill is set to J; [u" b,,) if Lbh-ad = Lbh-ad; otherwise it is set to J; [ak' b h [ak,b,,) .
These additional best r-sets and remaining sets do not need to be computed as they are just duplicates of other sets.
In a similar manner, the best d-sets for anchored gaps contained in gap [a, b) Proof: Correctness of the above procedure follows from Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.3, and the above discussion. To analyze the time and processor complexity, let the I-th gap have n/ jobs associated with it. A best r-set or best d-set is computed for at most 2n anchored gaps. The parallel version of the discrete earliest deadline rule [AGK, R] uses O(log n) time and O(n) processors to schedule n jobs. Thus computing one best r-set or one best d-set in parallel takes O(lognd time and O(nd processors, so the total number of processors needed to compute the 2n best r-sets is O(n * nil. Since
, the total number of processors is O(n 2 ).
D.
vVe next discuss computing best r-sets and best d-sets for anchored multiple gaps.
Let [a, b/) be a multiple gap composed of the two consecutive multiple gaps [a, b) and [ai, b ' ) . In general multiple gaps overlap their two surrounding cover intervals, so that the cover interval between [a, b) (a, b) and [a', b') . Let [a" b h ) There are at most n 2 anchored multiple gaps [ail b h ) for [a, b) . Each anchored multiple gap [a;, b h ) must be matched against an anchored multiple gap [a~,bj) for [a',b ' ) , where a~-b h equals the number of cover jobs that lie within the cover interval that lies between these anchored multiple gaps. Thus for any anchored multiple gap [ai, bh ) , there are at most n anchored multiple gaps [a~, b 1 ) with which it must be checked. Thus at most n J pairs of anchored multiple gaps [ail bh ) and (a~, hj) must be checked. Each pair of anchored multiple gaps [ai, b h ) and [a~,bj) can be checked in O(logn) time using nl/logn processors. Since the sum of n, for all gaps at one level of the tree is O(n), the total number of processors needed is n ol / log n. Since there are aL most log n levels in the tree, the total time [or this activity is O((Iognl'). D.
vVe next discuss the third step in our algorithm. With respect to the balanced binary tree structure imposed on the previous step, this step selects one anchored multiple gap or anchored gap for each node in the tree, along with a corresponding set of jobs, using a top-down pass through the tree. We call these anchored multiple gaps and anchored gaps selected multiple gaps and selected gaps, resp. We call the to be scheduled at position a; + c. Thus the starting position of the first hole is at ai + c. The c jobs with release times at most ai + C -1 are scheduled, using the discrete earliest deadline algorithm [AGK, R] . Proof: The parallel earliest deadline algorithm [AGK, R] 
Discussion
In ISWj, a sequential algorithm is presented for scheduling unit·time jobs with release times and deadlines t.o run on m machines. Their algorithm runs in O(mn 2 ) time.
A natural question to ask is whether this problem is in NC. It is not immediately apparent how to modify our approach to give an NC algorithm for this problem.
